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Abstract

Ubiquitous computing increases the pressure on the soft-
ware industry to produce ever more and error-free code.
Two recipes from automated programming are available to
meet this challenge: On the one hand, generative program-
ming raises the level of abstraction in software development
by describing problems in high-level domain-specific lan-
guages and making them executable. On the other hand, in
situations where one needs to produce a family of similar
programs, product line engineering supports code reuse by
composing programs from a set of common assets (or fea-
tures). AHEAD (Algebraic Hierarchical Equations for Ap-
plication Design) is a framework for generative program-
ming and product line engineering that achieves additional
productivity gains by scaling feature composition up. Our
contribution is GRAFT, a calculus that gives a formal foun-
dation to AHEAD and provides several mechanisms for
making sure that feature combinations are legal and that
features in themselves are consistent.

1. Introduction

As manufacturers turn almost every household device
into a computer, they increase the pressure on the soft-
ware industry to produce ever more robust and bug-free
code. Two approaches in automated programming are aim-
ing to meet this challenge: First, generative programming
[11] raises the level of abstraction by allowing the creation
of domain-specific languages (DSLs, [21]). The idea is to
express the solution to a problem in the terms of the prob-
lem domain which eases understanding, maintenance and
the efficiency of programming. It is the responsibility of the
generative programming infrastructure to provide a way to
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make a DSL executable (usually by generating code of a
lower-level implementation language). Second, product line
engineering [22] comes from the observation that in cases
where we do not want to create a single program, but a
family of related programs, work is often duplicated. An
example of a product line is the software for a series of
cell phones; very little changes with each model. Accord-
ingly, product line engineering is about producing an in-
stance of a program from a set of common assets (or fea-
tures). AHEAD (Algebraic Hierarchical Equations for Ap-
plication Design, [5, 6]) is a framework for generative pro-
gramming and product line engineering that solves several
problems in this area: As a typical software system com-
prises a mixture of artifacts (written in human language,
programming languages, domain-specific languages etc.),
AHEAD manages the synthesis of all of them. It does so by
keeping the artifacts of a feature in a tree, produces mem-
bers of a product line by tree composition and delegates
artifact-specific generation tasks to specialized generators.
The tree-based approach has the advantage of scaling eas-
ily and of adding expressiveness when laying out the con-
tents of a feature.

The subject of this work is GRAFT, a calculus that pro-
vides a theoretical foundation for the current incarnation
of AHEAD1. The clear and formal definition of what an
AHEAD feature is allows us to perform a variety of con-
sistency checks for a set of features that is to produce a pro-
gram: Are the features structurally compatible; e. g., does a
feature add something that has already been added before?
Does this combination of features make sense according
to internal semantic constraints? Are existential dependen-
cies between resources fulfilled? In addition to just check-
ing these conditions, GRAFT can also be used as a diagnos-

1 Note that at the very core, AHEAD is based on a theoretical model
that is more generic than GRAFT (namely, nested functions and con-
stants). But this does not currently show in practical applications
which are completely describable in GRAFT and easier to analyze that
way.

                                                                                            
                          

                                                                                                                                            



tic tool: An inferred interface of a feature gives a detailed
account of what the feature needs and what it offers. Just
like the checks, it describes structural, semantic and depen-
dency information.

The next sections are structured as follows: In Sect. 2,
we give a short introduction to AHEAD. Sect. 3 presents
design rules, the current approach to consistency checking
used in AHEAD. AHEAD data structures and design rules
can be encoded in GRAFT, as shown in Sect. 4. With this
foundation, GRAFT allows us to perform several analyses
(Sect. 5). In Sect. 6 we sketch soundness proofs. We end by
mentioning related work (Sect. 7) and by drawing conclu-
sions about present and future work (Sect. 8).

2. AHEAD

A finished program can be viewed as being composed
from a set of features, where a feature is all the code in
the program that implements one functionality (user-visible
or otherwise). Unfortunately, in object-oriented program-
ming (OOP), features very often cannot be properly encap-
sulated, because the code is cutting across classes which are
the common unit of encapsulation in OOP. Readers famil-
iar with aspect-oriented programming (AOP, [13]) will re-
alize that we have used AOP language [15] to express this
problem. In fact, those parts of AHEAD that are concerned
with its solution can be viewed as simplified AOP. Addi-
tionally, we need to be able to build a program from an ar-
bitrary subset of all available features if we are to do prod-
uct line engineering. Finally, we want other artifacts (e. g.,
documentation) to be composed automatically, alongside
the code. AHEAD generalizes OOP inheritance to achieve
these goals. We’ll start right away with a concrete exam-
ple and then explain what general principles are at work.

Fig. 1 shows an AHEAD model, a set of features (for
now, view them as some kind of cross-cutting code module)
from which we can compose programs. The base feature
base provides three classes. The feature increments html
and latex add to these classes; we have used the Java-1.5-
style meta-data (as defined in [7]) annotation @addto to
make it clear that html and latex add to existing classes.

Feature increments thus add code to a set of classes in
a way that is reminiscent of inheritance. But instead of the
static link between a superclass and a subclass, a feature has
no fixed external dependencies. Features can thus be flexi-
bly assembled into a product line. Using a notation for ex-
pressing composition, we can define members of the prod-
uct line represented by this model: The model is the set
of features {base,html,latex}. Feature composition is
performed by the diagrammatic composition operator ‘;’
that composes from left to right (as opposed to the tradi-
tional functional composition operator denoted as ‘◦’ that
composes from right to left). One program we can define is

public abstract class Text {
}
public class PlainText extends Text {

private String _str;
public PlainText(String myStr) {

_str = myStr;
} }

public class BoldText extends Text {
private Text _text;
public BoldText(Text myText) {

_text = myText; } }

(a) Feature base

@addto public abstract class Text {
public abstract String toHTML();

}
@addto public class PlainText extends Text {

public String toHTML() { return _str; }
}
@addto public class BoldText extends Text {

public String toHTML() {
return "<b>"+_text.toHTML()+"</b>"; } }

(b) Feature html

@addto public abstract class Text {
public abstract String toLatex();

}
@addto public class PlainText extends Text {

public String toLatex() { return _str; }
}
@addto public class BoldText extends Text {

public String toLatex() {
return "\textbf{"+_text.toLatex()+"}";

} }

(c) Feature latex

Figure 1: The source code of three AHEAD features. Fea-
ture base provides the three classes Text, PlainText
and BoldText that define the skeleton of a nested rich
text representation. This basic functionality is only about
storing the information. Features html and latex add to
the classes and implement an export of the internal data to
HTML and LaTeX.

base;html, a text representation that can be converted to
HTML. Other possibilities are base;html;latex and
base (which is just a container that cannot be converted to
anything).

The general data structure used in AHEAD is the tree:
Features are represented as trees and feature composition is
expressed as tree merging. Object-oriented programs lend
themselves especially well for a tree representation, as ex-
emplified by the features base and html (Fig. 2): Each
level of namespace nesting (classes, methods) shows up as
a level in the trees. Note that we do not explicitly repre-
sent the inheritance relation, it is only kept as part of the
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Figure 2: Features base (top) and html (middle) repre-
sented as trees: The root node is an anonymous container
for the class nodes Text, PlainText and BoldText
that in turn contain fields and methods. Composing the fea-
tures leads to the combined tree base;html (bottom).

node data. Each node has a name and contains data (in this
case, source code). A path of names precisely defines the lo-
cation of a node in a tree. One merges the two trees into a
combined tree base;html by applying the following sim-
ple algorithm to tree base:

• Iterate over all nodes h in html. p is the path of names
to h.

– If there is already a node b in base whose path
is p, we need to merge the two nodes. We say that
h refines b.

– Otherwise, h is added as a new node at the loca-
tion p.

We have kept the root nodes of features anonymous; oth-
erwise the root node would have been an exceptional case
in the algorithm. The algorithm does not specify how ex-
actly nodes are to be merged but instead delegates refine-
ment to generators (plug-ins, if you will) that are specific to
the data that is stored in the node. That is, node merging is
polymorphic. The following additional three cases are han-
dled correctly by this approach and show how generic it is:
First, method overriding in OOP is related to refinement. If
two trees have a method node with the same name, method-
specific merging does the right thing. Second, we can add
further namespace nesting to the trees, a feature could for
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Figure 3: Documentation has been added as a node named
“doc” to the features base (top) and html (bottom). Merg-
ing the features using the composition algorithm means that
the documentation nodes are correctly being merged by a
documentation-specific plug-in.

example consist of several packages. Third, the data we
store in our nodes is not restricted to source code, it can be
practically anything. We could, for example add documen-
tation nodes to base and html, both call them doc and the
composition algorithm would synthesize documentation in
parallel to the source code (Fig. 3). Similarly, we can han-
dle all kinds of DSLs. In practice, every AHEAD feature
is defined by a directory tree in the file system. Leaves are
usually files, but might also be saved in an aggregated form
(for example, one class per source file). For further explana-
tions and the deposition of other AHEAD ideas such as au-
tomatic optimization of feature selection and meta-models,
we refer to [5].

3. Design Rule Checking

Order in AHEAD feature composition is significant,
leading to many possible feature combinations, not all of
which make sense: There are some that produce programs
that are syntactically incorrect. In AHEAD, generators sig-
nal an error to prevent such cases. But there are also combi-
nations that lead to syntactically correct yet semantically in-
correct programs. A simple example is that we might con-
sider a program incomplete if it is unable to print. But, if
no other part depends on this feature, we’ll be able to gen-
erate this program without printing. AHEAD uses design
rules to express this kind of semantic condition. Every fea-
ture has a set of zero or more design rules associated with
it that express its contribution to the program and the de-
mands it makes on its surroundings. A contribution is spec-
ified by assigning a value to a so-called property (basically,
a variable). For example, if a feature implements printing,

                                                                                            
                          

                                                                                                                                            



the design rule for expressing this contribution2 is

set havePrinting = true

Checking for a contribution means checking if a property
has a certain value. For example, the following design rule
checks if printing is available:

checknow havePrinting = true

Note that the pattern that we have used for printing can
be used for ensuring the existence of any kind of resource,
be it a feature, a class, a method or something that is com-
pletely abstract. It is up to the programmer to give adequate
names to properties and to set and check them correctly.
There is one further complication: If a feature needs a con-
tribution, that contribution can come from a feature that ap-
pears either before or after it in the feature sequence defin-
ing the program. Compare this to how a class can import be-
havior: it can either be inherited from a superclass or left to
be implemented by a subclass, as an abstract method. Ac-
cordingly, design rule checking propagates properties and
checks in two directions: From the first feature to the last
and vice versa. This is similar to propagating inherited and
synthesized properties up and down a parse tree in attribute
grammars. As a final comment, AHEAD’s universality al-
lows it to neatly integrate design rules as just another kind
of artifact: Like documentation in Fig. 3, a node with de-
sign rules is part of the feature that they describe. A spe-
cial generator for this kind of node does the checking. For
more details on design rules refer to [4, 3].

4. GRAFT: Trees and Design Rules

In order to be able to analyze an AHEAD feature or
a feature composition, we need a formal definition of an
AHEAD feature. We use a formal language called GRAFT

to do so. We then also express design rules in GRAFT, mak-
ing them part of the language (whereas in AHEAD, stor-
ing them in a node meant that they were external to the in-
frastructure). This leads to synergies when it comes to per-
forming analyses, as shown in the next section.

4.1. Representing AHEAD trees in GRAFT

We initially use a notation for composition that distin-
guishes between base features and feature increments. We
view base features as constants and increments as func-
tions that we apply to them. This idea will help us to un-
derstand how GRAFT works. Later, a simple trick brings us
back to the notation that we have used so far which does not

2 Here, we only look at boolean properties, while integer values can also
be used in design rule checking. Support for these necessitates only a
slight generalization of the mechanisms we’ll present.

make that distinction. Applying first html and then latex
to base is now written as (base)html;latex. We first
show how GRAFT encodes increments as functions and then
get to representing base features.

We have already seen that applying an increment f to
a base b is like taking b as a starting point and then loop-
ing over every node in f : If the node is already present in b,
we combine it with the existing node. Otherwise, this node
is a new addition to b. We have thus encountered two oper-
ations that can be performed on a tree: refining and adding.
But two more operations are typically used when manipu-
lating trees: moving and deleting. In order to freely use and
combine any of these four operations, GRAFT represents
AHEAD increments as a sequence of commands, each one
performing an addition, a delete, a move or a refinement.
The node to operate on is given as a path of node names,
the commands add and refine additionally get an argument
containing the node (or rather, its data) that is to be added
to the original tree. The last argument of every command is
of course the tree that is to be modified. Let us look at the
add command. A complete application is written as

add p [code] � {d} t

This pattern is to be read as: At the location denoted by
path p, add the node whose data is code to the tree t. We
still have to explain one additional construct: the node we
have just added depends on another node3 d. For consis-
tency checking, we want to express dependencies between
nodes: If node x depends on node y, node y has to exist
whenever node x exists. An example of a dependency is a
method x that calls another method y. If the set of depen-
dencies is empty, we completely omit that argument.

If we do not fill in the last argument t (a technique that is
called currying), add becomes a function from trees to trees
which corresponds to our intuition about feature increments
being functions. To build sequences of commands, we just
concatenate increments using the function composition op-
erator ‘;’. The result is again an increment. Obviously, com-
posing increments in GRAFT means composing blocks of
code.

To represent base features in the same manner as incre-
ments, GRAFT views them as increments on empty trees.
Accordingly, compositions always implicitly start with the
empty tree and GRAFT programs never directly refer to
trees. In Fig. 4 we use GRAFT command sequences to “im-
plement” two features from the example AHEAD system
defined in Fig. 1.

3 By abuse of notation, we write a singleton node {d} where actually a
set {d1, · · · , dn} of nodes can be used.

                                                                                            
                          

                                                                                                                                            



add Text [class Text];
add PlainText [class PlainText extends Text];
add PlainText. str [private String _str];
add PlainText.PlainText � {PlainText. str}

[public PlainText(...) {...}];
add BoldText [class BoldText extends Text];
add BoldText. text [private Text _text];
add BoldText.BoldText � {BoldText. text}

[public BoldText(...) {...}];

(a) Feature base

add Text.toHTML
[public abstract String toHTML()];

add PlainText.toHTML � {PlainText. str}
[public String toHTML() {...}];

add BoldText.toHTML � {BoldText. text, Text.toHTML}
[public String toHTML() {...}];

(b) Feature html. That the classes are actually being refined
is not made explicit., i. e., there are no commands that refine
them.

Figure 4: Two features from our running example encoded
in GRAFT. The tree arguments have been made implicit by
currying.

4.2. Representing Design Rules in GRAFT

Integrating design rule checking in GRAFT means that
we need to emulate two modes of design rule evaluation:
first-to-last (property values are propagated from the first
feature to the last and have corresponding checks) and last-
to-first. We have actually already used GRAFT syntax for
expressing design rules. Making these set and check state-
ments part of a GRAFT program allows us to implement
first-to-last evaluation, because that is the direction in which
it is evaluated. Therefore, we have two new statements; for
the time being, we only support equality checks:

set p = v Assigns value v to property p
checknow p = v Checks that p has value v

Whenever a feature uses a last-to-first check, it wants to
make sure that a certain property (such as the existence of a
resource) holds after everything has been composed, i. e, at
the end of a GRAFT program. We can therefore reuse the ex-
isting (first-to-last) properties for last-to-first checks, if we
have the ability to postpone a check until the end of the pro-
gram. This also leads to a major simplification4 of program

4 This simplification implies that GRAFT is not a superset of design
rules any more, but in usual practical applications, this is not an is-

checknow baseIsThere = ⊥;
set baseIsThere = true;
checkfinal canExport = true

(a) Design rules for feature base: This feature should appear at
most once (line 1 and 2) and demands that some kind of export be
provided (line 3). Therefore, it is now illegal to use the feature base
without having a feature that contributes export functionality.

checknow baseIsThere = true;
checknow htmlIsThere = ⊥;
set htmlIsThere = true;
set canExport = true

(b) Design rules of feature html: This feature depends on the exis-
tence of feature base (line 1), can appear at most once (line 2 and
3) and provides export functionality (line 4).

Figure 5: Design rules for the rich text system expressed in
GRAFT.

evaluation, because we only need one pass. The following
command performs the new kind of check:

checkfinal p = v Checks that, at the end of
the program, property p has
value v

Accordingly, while this command can be introduced any-
where in the program, we wait until the end of the program
and perform the check against the final value of the prop-
erty p. Lastly, design rules provide the means to declare that
a feature should only appear once. We support this asser-
tion by a sequence of two commands: First, make sure that
a property p has not yet been set. Second, set it to true. To
perform this check for undefinedness with an equation, we
allow the symbol ‘⊥’ denoting “undefined” to appear on the
right side:

checknow p = ⊥ Checks that property p is un-
defined

With these preparations, we can give examples of design
rules expressed in GRAFT (Fig. 5). Sect. 5.1 gives a list of
all GRAFT commands.

5. GRAFT: Checking

Let us quickly review what kinds of checks we would
like to perform: We’d like to check for semantic consis-
tency, for dependencies and for structural consistency. So
far, we have only encountered semantic checks in the guise
of design rules. We’ll start by explaining how design rules

sue.

                                                                                            
                          

                                                                                                                                            



are evaluated and build on this foundation to enable the
other two kinds of checks. This section concludes by out-
lining how interface inference is being done.

Design rule checking is centered around the idea of
setting and checking properties. Therefore, GRAFT has a
data structure called State for storing a set of bindings—
(property name, value) pairs that assign values to proper-
ties. If a name does not appear at the left side of any of
these bindings, we say that the value of the property is un-
defined. Thus, this set records the current state of the evalu-
ation of a GRAFT program. Each of the set commands adds
or changes a binding, each of the check commands queries
State for a value. The special nature of final checks makes
it necessary to keep them until the end of the program, when
they can be evaluated. We provide a set called Final for that
purpose.

We now use this foundation for reasoning about the pres-
ence or absence of nodes: If we make the path name p of a
node a property, we can state the fact that the node is present
by setting the property p = true. Then, dependencies are
much like final checks: If a node x depends on a node y, we
must check that, at the end, node y is available. There are
two special cases that we have got to take care of, though: If
node x is deleted, we do not have to check for y any more.
And, viewing the dependency as a link between x and y,
we need to update it if either one of the two nodes is be-
ing moved. All this is accomplished by allowing dependent
checks to be added to Final; checking for y is a check de-
pendent on x. Operations like move need to update Final in
order to keep the links current.

Structural consistency is about finding out whether an
operation makes sense structurally. For example, before we
can add a new node, we have to make sure that it is not al-
ready there. The wrong sequence of commands can there-
fore lead to a feature that is structurally inconsistent. We
encode consistency (or executability) conditions as property
checks and record the result of an operation by setting prop-
erties. We also include checks that make sure that we always
produce well-formed trees.

Inferring the interface of a GRAFT program is practically
done automatically, as a byproduct of consistency checking.
Because we are keeping score of what nodes have been cre-
ated, State is a summary of what a GRAFT program ex-
ports. Demands on subsequent features are all checks in
Final that have not yet been fulfilled. Looking at first-to-
last checks, we notice that each of these checks is actually a
demand on a predecessor to provide something. If we can-
not find an answer in State right away (be it positive or neg-
ative), that request is obviously still open. We record open
requests in a set called Pre and that is the import interface
of a program.

It is interesting to note that for none of these analyses,
we needed the actual node data. That suggests to provide

a skeletal GRAFT program, stripped of the source code,
as public information about a feature. One can then check
dependencies, design rules and structural consistency be-
fore actually performing the composition; the GRAFT skele-
ton acts as a type system. Unfortunately, due to the non-
monotonous nature of GRAFT, the feature interface on its
own is not sufficient for answering all questions about de-
pendencies, even though it can be used for checking for all
other conflicts: an interface does not say if a node a fea-
ture depends on can be provided by a predecessor or if it
is deleted inside and thus can only be added by a succes-
sor. In the future, we might classify these two kinds of de-
pendencies differently in the interface.

5.1. Formal Semantics of Checking

Property names. Property names p are a path of (node)
names separated by the dot operator ‘.’. Large capital vari-
able names such as X stand for single components. For ex-
ample, r.X is a path that starts with the sequence r of node
names and has X as the last path component.

Constraint store. The result of analyzing a GRAFT program
is the constraint store, a triple (Pre, State, Final) where

• Pre is the set of pre-constraints. These are conditions
on properties that must be fulfilled prior to executing
the program under analysis. A pre-constraint can be
viewed as a guard which, if it holds, guarantees cor-
rect termination of the program. Pre is encoded as a
set of equations, pairs written as (p = b) where p is a
property name and b is a boolean value (either true or
false).

• State stores the current state, the values of the proper-
ties. If a property is set, it appears as a pair (p = b) ∈
State. If its name does not appear on the left side of
any pair in State, a property is said to be undefined.
We sometimes use State as a total function that re-
turns a property’s value if it is set and the special sym-
bol ⊥, otherwise.

• Final is the set of post-constraints that are checked
against the final “version” of State. Here we find con-
ditions that must hold after the termination of a GRAFT

program, such as “make sure that resource x has been
added”. Final generally contains dependent checks, an
extension of the pair construct in Pre and State. These
are encoded as a triple (p = v depby q) that means
that the check p = v depends on the presence of prop-
erty q. If the check does not depend on any node, we
write it as (p = v depby ⊥).

Algorithm. The analysis comprises the following two steps:
Note that each one of the steps mentioned above is a partial
operation. Inability to perform any one of them can be seen

                                                                                            
                          

                                                                                                                                            



as a “compilation error”, i. e., the consistency checks have
failed.

Language layers. The Design of GRAFT is layered: The
core of GRAFT are the design rule commands, including a
few extensions to support the second layer, the commands
used for tree manipulation.

Design Rules: Checking

Residuating check. This operation checks whether a bind-
ing in the state has a certain value. This operation can only
be performed if the check does not contradict a binding in
the state. If there is no corresponding binding then we keep
the check as a Pre constraint (the check residuates).

(Pre, State, Final) check p = b ≡


(Pre, State, Final) if State(p) = b
(Pre ∪ {(p = b)}, State, Final)

if State(p) = ⊥
Final check. The same check as above can be performed
“finally”, i. e., we have to add it to the final constraints.
The condition means that Final must not become inconsis-
tent by the addition. If a final check e does not depend on
any node, we write it as checkfinal e and store it in Final as
(e depby ⊥) where ⊥ signifies “no node”.

(Pre, State, Final) checkfinal p = b depby q ≡
(Pre, State, Final ∪ {(p = b depby q)})

if (p = x depby r) /∈ Final for all r and x �= b

Immediate check. Then there is one last variety of check,
the non-residuating “now” check. It allows one to find out
whether a property has a value yet. In order to do that, we in-
troduce the symbol ⊥ to denote “undefined” and can check
for undefinedness with the usual equality operator.

(Pre, State, Final) checknow p = v ≡
(Pre, State, Final) if State(p) = v

ε check. There is one special property, the so-called ε prop-
erty that has the empty name. Any check on this property (“ε
checks”) always and immediately succeeds. See the defini-
tion of add below for an example of where an ε check can
occur.

Design Rules: Destructive Commands

Change state. This operation changes the state in an im-
perative manner. No inconsistencies can arise, because we
overwrite existing bindings.

(Pre, State, Final) set p = b ≡
(Pre, {(q = x) ∈ State | q �= p} ∪ {(p = b)}, Final)

Cleaning up Final. As final constraints sometimes depend
on a node p (are “attached” to it), we have to provide an op-
eration that removes these constraints when p is deleted.

(Pre, State, Final) cleanfinal p ≡
(Pre, State, {(r = b depby s) ∈ Final | s �= p})

Renaming. The following operation provides the means to
rename a binding. To maintain consistency, we also have to
change references to it in the final constraints.

(Pre, State, Final) rename p → q ≡ (Pre,
{(m(r) = b) | (r = b) ∈ State},
{(m(r) = b depby m(s)) | (r = b depby s) ∈ Final})

where m(r) =
{

q if r = p
r otherwise

Tree Manipulation

Adding a node. Adding a node named X whose parent has
the path r means that we check that the parent exists and that
the node itself does not exist. Then we log that r.X now ex-
ists and that a check for the existence of node5 d depends on
it. If the node to be added has no father, r is empty and as-
certaining its existence is an ε check that always succeeds
(see above).

add r.X � {d} ≡ check r = true; check r.X = false;
set r.X = true;
checkfinal d = true depby r.X

Refinement. Refinement is similar to adding, but has less
side effects.

refine p � {d} ≡ check p = true;
checkfinal d = true depby p

Deletion. delete performs the usual checks and changes.
We also need to delete dependencies that have become ob-
solete by this operation.

delete p ≡ check p = true; set p = false;
cleanfinal p

Moving. This operation is much like first deleting and then
adding, but renaming the bindings obviates the need for set-
ting values in State and Final. move has an application
that is motivated by Bracha’s Jigsaw [8]: Refining a class
is very similar to subclassing and move provides an alterna-
tive to super() calls from Java that is conceptually much
cleaner: If one ever wants access to a method one overrides,
one just moves the old method out of the way and calls it

5 By abuse of notation, we write a singleton node {d} where actually a
set {d1, · · · , dn} of nodes can be used.

                                                                                            
                          

                                                                                                                                            



from the new one. move makes sure that existing references
(dependencies) to the old method are correctly updated.

move p r.X ≡ check p = true;
check r = true; check r.X = false;
rename p → r.X

Child Defaults

So far, we’ve made sure that add always produces well-
formed trees. But we cannot make the same guarantee for
delete, because we don’t have yet the means to express the
condition “if we delete a node, it must not have descen-
dants”. Child defaults are properties whose last path compo-
nent is a wildcard. They allow us to make universally quan-
tified assertions and checks about nodes. For example, be-
fore we can delete a node p, we have to make sure that all
children are missing with check p.∗ = false and potentially
remember that as a constraint in Pre. Note that more spe-
cific assertions override the default (example: we first add a
node p which guarantees that there are no children and then
add one child p.X . Now the child default is still p.∗ = false,
but in addition, we have the assertion p.X = true). We see
that inside a GRAFT program, child defaults are used by add
and delete in a complementary fashion: add asserts that the
new node has no children, delete requires its argument to be
a leaf.

Here is how we can extend the constraint store to support
child defaults:

• Pre has a new kind of entry (p.∗ = b).

• State also contains child defaults (p.∗ = b). Addition-
ally, we redefine the use of State as a function:

State(p.X) =




b if (p.X = b) ∈ State
c if (p.X = b) /∈ State

∧ (p.∗ = c) ∈ State
⊥ otherwise

• Final is unchanged, we only support child defaults for
pre-checks.

Operations are extended as follows:

• New residuating check:

(Pre, State, Final) check p.∗ = b ≡


(Pre, State, Final)
if for all X.State(p.X) = b

(Pre ∪ {(p.∗ = b)}, State, Final)
if ∀X.State(p.X) ∈ {b,⊥}
∧ ∃Y.State(p.Y ) = ⊥

• Change state: already works correctly for set p = b in
all instances: if the set command really provides new
information, it either overrides an existing binding or
complements a default with more specific information.

Otherwise, it leaves State untouched. A new variant
can set defaults: set p.∗ = b clears all settings for chil-
dren of p.

• Rename: Rename must now change the names of the
defaults, too. We omit the details.

5.2. Example Analysis

As an example, we infer the interface of feature html
from Fig. 4(b). We sometimes abbreviate the class name
PlainText as PText and the class name BoldText as
BText. We do not show child defaults to make things eas-
ier to understand.

add Text.toHTML;
Pre = {Text = true, Text.toHTML = false}
State = {Text.toHTML = true}
Final = ∅

add PlainText.toHTML � {PlainText. str}
Pre = {PText = true, PText.toHTML = false,

Text = true, Text.toHTML = false}
State = {PText.toHTML = true,

Text.toHTML = true}
Final = {PText. str = true depby PText.toHTML}

add BoldText.toHTML � {BoldText. text}
Pre = {BText = true, BText.toHTML = false,

PText = true, PText.toHTML = false,
Text = true, Text.toHTML = false}

State = {BText.toHTML = true,
PText.toHTML = true, Text.toHTML = true}

Final = {BText. text = true depby BText.toHTML,
PText. str = true depby PText.toHTML}

The last step is to reduce the set Final, but there are no
reductions possible here; all of the dependencies are open.
The last step therefore gave us an interface to feature html:
Pre contains demands on predecessors in the composition
chain (class BoldText should be available and not have
a method toHTML etc.); State lists what feature html ex-
ports; Final contains nodes that still need to be added, ei-
ther by a predecessor or by a successor.

An example for composition validation is to compose
feature htmlwith itself: html;html. This amounts to ap-
ply the above program a second time, this time to the last
constraint store. Evaluation would correctly fail, for struc-
tural reasons: the first command, add Text.toHTML, re-
quires that Text.toHTML = false which is in conflict with
the value of this property in State.

6. Soundness

In this section, we briefly sketch what theoretical proper-
ties of GRAFT programs and checks can be proven and how.
We first introduce a data structure for trees. It holds the tree

                                                                                            
                          

                                                                                                                                            



data plus the state and the final constraints that were created
during its construction. Then we define how GRAFT opera-
tions change this data structure (omitted here). Finally, we
need to define type relations in order to make meaningful
assertions in our theorems:

• The type of a GRAFT program f is the constraint store
that we have inferred for it: f : (Pre, State, Final)

• Given a tree t and a set Pre of pre-constraints, t has
type Pre, written t : Pre, if every constraint in Pre is
fulfilled by the state data in t.

• If we view a State as a special case of pre-constraints,
we can define a relation t : State just like in the previ-
ous item.

The following theorem asserts that if a tree t fulfills the
pre-constraints of a program f , applying f to t will termi-
nate and produce a tree whose type is the last state of f .

Theorem 1 (Subject Reduction) Given a tree t and a
GRAFT program f : (Pre, State, Final). If t : Pre then
(t)f : State.

Intuitively, the next theorem says that for any GRAFT

program f : (Pre, State, Final), Final correctly describes
what dependencies that were declared in f have not yet been
fulfilled. The meta-function deps extracts all dependencies
that are declared in a program. Set difference C \ State be-
tween a set C of constraints and a state is defined as remov-
ing all constraints from C that are fulfilled by State. The
subset relation C ⊆ D between sets of constraints has the
obvious definition and ignores the source of a constraint.

Theorem 2 (Dependencies) If f : (Pre, State, Final)
then deps(f) \ State ⊆ Final.

7. Related Work

Out of the substantial body of work on software verifica-
tion, composition validation, consistency checking etc., we
can only pick a few representative examples; mostly work
that has inspired GRAFT. For an extended version of this
section, refer to [20].

A Framework for the Detection and Resolution of Aspect
Interactions (DRAI). In [12], aspect-oriented programms
[13] are translated to a formal notation and analyses are
performed on the result. This is where the similarities with
GRAFT end: DRAI models the dynamic execution of a pro-
gram; analysis is only concerned with making sure that
only one of the simultaneously active aspects is applica-
ble at a time, which leads to deterministic execution. Con-
versely, GRAFT formalizes a static approach to composi-
tion that focuses on scalability and support for many ar-
tifact kinds (some of whom cannot be executed). Further-
more, GRAFT’s properties and checks permit enforcement

of semantic constraints and dependencies that often cannot
be inferred from the syntax and complement conflict reso-
lution.

A Calculus of Module Systems (CMS, [2]). Among mod-
ule calculi, CMS is one of the most recent and general.
CMS feels similar to GRAFT in many ways, but there are
also marked differences: The focus of CMS is theoretic,
it is able to encode the Abadi-Cardelli object calculus [1]
and lambda calculus; GRAFT grew out of the desire to per-
form checking for AHEAD. The CMS way of composition
is algebraic, GRAFT’s ideas lean towards tree transforma-
tion and better suit the needs of generative programming.
Finally, CMS is targeted at programming languages, while
GRAFT needs to support many artifact kinds. CMS does not
have an equivalent to design rules, either.

Evolution Contracts. Evolution contracts [17] are a very
powerful formalism for supporting software evolution and
detecting conflicts while doing so. The comprehensiveness
of this approach is impressive [16], but its complexity can
be daunting and evolution and analysis steps must often
be defined and applied by hand. Contrarily, GRAFT keeps
things simple, custom semantic constraints are easily im-
plemented using design rules and the analysis is performed
automatically. The focus of evolution contracts on software
evolution is also slightly different from GRAFT’s focus on
generative programming.

Consistency Checking. The approach to consistency check-
ing taken by Nentwich et al. [18] enforces constraints on
a software system in a way that is orthogonal to our way
of composition validation. It is concerned with the consis-
tency of a system at a certain point in time, whereas we
want to know if modifications are valid, before performing
them. xlinkit [18] specifies consistency constraints as con-
ditions on XML data. This leads to multi-artifact support
that would be very useful in the setting of generative pro-
gramming.

8. Conclusions and Future Research

We have presented GRAFT, a calculus that pro-
vides a theoretical foundation for the generator frame-
work AHEAD. Our main contributions are: A clear and
concise definition of the semantics of AHEAD; auto-
mated consistency checking; and interface inference for
features. GRAFT analyses are independent of the lan-
guage6 that the artifact is expressed in; a fact that is crucial
for a universal generator framework. Note that while most
of GRAFT is quite AHEAD-specific, design rules are a uni-
versal approach of doing composition validation that

6 This includes formal languages not used for programming.

                                                                                            
                          

                                                                                                                                            



could just as well be applied to aspect-oriented program-
ming.

Due to its non-monotonicity, formalizing the delete op-
erator was an added challenge. While deletion is not very
common in the usual composition paradigms, it is impor-
tant to have that operator for two reasons: First, if refine-
ment does not monotonically add functionality, but is in-
stead a total (or partial) replacement of a node, it is not re-
ally refinement any more, but rather a delete and an add.
Second, in order to gauge the impact of taking a node out
of the system, you can delete it and then perform an analy-
sis to find out if constraints have been invalidated.

Future research will enrich the GRAFT language with
features such as lambda abstraction, the ability to reflect on
the contents of a node, loops, conditionals etc. Dependen-
cies are also just a small first step in describing various re-
lationships between and properties of artifacts. In this field
there are many ideas from other works that are applicable,
among them: Behavioral interface specification [10], stat-
echart diagrams [19], specialisation interfaces [14] and re-
finement calculus [9]. Typing is another issue: Is the cur-
rent mechanism sufficient or would we want more than just
constraints for typing a GRAFT program? Tree types simi-
lar to XML Schema would also probably be a useful addi-
tion. Easy and logical minor enhancements include support
for property types other than Boolean and more checks than
just equality (both things are already present in design rule
checking). Lastly, we have implemented a previous version
of GRAFT in Java and plan to update it to the status quo.
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